Background

Problem description: even with TLS, many identifiers in network traffic still reveal server identity, which enables network attackers to track user activity online

Our goal: leverage consolidation of web servers in clouds to hide from a network attacker the web server to which a client is connecting (server anonymity)
- Do not require extra browser extension or client software, and
- Hide web-server changes inside web programming frameworks, to minimize web developer effort
- Only minimally more expensive than HTTPS

Implementation

- Our design is realized as an OpenStack-based IaaS Cloud. We choose to use KVM as hypervisor, OpenvSwitch as SDN switch, and Nginx as web server.
- The backend of PoPSiCl store is implemented with 400 lines of C++ code.
- The SDN controller is implemented with 600 lines of C code.
- The TCP state migration module is implemented as a Linux kernel module.
- We also implemented traffic-analysis defenses within Ruby on Rails framework.

Evaluation

Our system was deployed and evaluated in the CloudLab testbed.
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Design

PoPSiCl: a cloud service which offers user Personalized Pseudonyms for Servers in the Cloud.
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